JOSEF code

written by Varda D Sarnat

Decagram, a 10-pointed star, is two 5 pointed stars overlaying each other in reverse directions.

The photo above, of 5 points star is the pentagram of Venus. It shows Venus' nearest points to earth, when Venus is between
earth and the sun, and seen crossing the sun. This happens once every 584 earth days. And every 8 earth years, Venus
completes such imaginary pentagram in the sky.
Venus orbits the sun every 225 earth days and it gets closest to earth every 2.5 Venus' years …in other words, every 584 earth
days. Today August 2011, Venus is in opposition (furthest from earth, on the other side of the sun) but in about 292 days it'll be
closest to earth again…in 10 months or so. (Perhaps around December 2012)
The golden ratio is visible in any pentagram, as well as throughout this decagram as seen in crop circle, above. Take a circle,
radios =1000 (here, scaled 1:10) check ratios between the decagram web lines: 146, 236, 382, 618, 1000, 1618... This "divine
proportion" occurs when you "take a line (say 100 long) divide it into 2 parts in such a way that the big part relates to the small
part, in the same ratio that the whole line relates to the big part" there's only one option: 100 = 38.2 + 61.8
The golden ratio rules this decagram: 100 = 38.2 + 61.8

100 + 61.8 = 161.8 …and more values, below

Draw a decagram continuously without lifting the pen, it takes 3 rounds to complete, start with: 1, 4, 7, 10, 3, 6, 9, 2, 5, and 8.
There are 10 inner triangles (see one of them above, center) each has inner angle of 36 dgs and 2 side angles of 72 dgs.
There are four possible angles in this 10 points star (see below):

36, 72, 108 and 144 degrees

These sacred numbers have Hebrew meanings, some readers will recognize 72 names, 108 =chetzi, chok or, 144 = Kedem

There are 7 inner circles (see below) connecting all 70 inner points, and it is worth checking the ratio and radios of previous
years' crop circles in order to see if they emerge from the same Decagram. (Circles with such ratios seem very familiar)
Can this be a reference map of ten Sephirot, usually drawn as circle within a circle? The higher the sphere the more circles it
surrounds. For instance, first sphere "Keter" (crown) is the outermost circle, containing all 9 spheres inside. Or, the 5th sphere
"Gevura" (courage) surrounds 6th Tiferet, 7th Netzach, 8th Hod, 9th Yesod and 10th Malchut. But the same 5th sephira is
surrounded by 4 previous sephirot. Whatever it means, Number 7 is emphasized here.

This crop circle, reminds me of nearly everything I can think of.
The main number 10 = Yod =first letter of the holly name of God (10 sephirot, 10 commandments 5+5, decimal system)
Half 10 (Yod) is 5= Hey (5 outer circles) already a resonance of the divine name "yod + Hey" as a full name

7 inner circles connecting 70 cross points = 70 languages, 70 in Hebrew= letter Aain (meaning EYE) numerology of the word
"seventy" sums to CTAV = (meaning WRITING) indeed 70 languages, 70 writings.
And there's more, like the golden ration…. values such as 72 (mentioned in previous articles) and 144 = KEDEM, and 108 =
Chetzy = half… this 10 web is a language, in my case there are Hebrew meanings to such values and numbers.
I read the side signature as the name of Josef (who lived in Egypt, from the age of 17 and died there 110 y old) but, if you recall
his dreams, you should also recall this:

And Joseph took an oath of the children of Israel, saying: 'God will surely remember you, and ye shall
carry up my bones from hence.'
Perhaps metaphorically, Josef bones are being lifted again… at least I see the letters of his name… J …O…F (9th sephira=Yesod)
Nature writes in English rather than Hebrew, lately…that's for sure. Josef, even as a name, connects Christianity to the Hebrew
bible, according to their holly books. All protagonists' names in NT are taken from the Hebrew Bible, thousand years after the
original events… Josef, Miriam, etc, have nothing to do with God's Promised Land, but with Jacob's sons' history in Egypt. J O F
This signature combines Hebrew with English, since the missing letter S from Josef is actually there, in Hebrew it looks like o
(samech) o = s
Josef represents the 9th sephira called Yesod.

